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II. Master Plan Executive Summary
Where We Are in the Project
The restoration of the Brooks Estate has been underway since the passage of the Conservation and
Preservation Restriction in 1998. Over the past decade, M-BELT has planned and executed over $1
million in restoration and improvements to the Manor and Carriage House, and created a detailed
plan for the remaining restoration of the buildings and landscape. The Brooks Estate project is at a
turning point where it needs to move beyond incremental improvements. The time has come to
restore enough of the Estate so that the project can achieve sustainability and financial selfsufficiency. To do this, a $2.3 million bond is needed to put the project in a position to generate
income, paying for a rebuilt Carriage House, which will be transformed into a multi-purpose function
facility, and improvements to the Shepherd Brooks Manor and surrounding yards. The reconstruction
of the Access Drive from Grove Street (which represents an additional $1 million above the $2.3
million) is not part of the bond request, but must be completed in order for the project to be viable. It
is anticipated that the funds for the Access Drive will come from the City of Medford's Chapter 90 or
other sources as determined later. The bond investment will be repaid in full - including interest - in
approximately twenty years, and will benefit Medford residents by bringing more people to the Estate
for functions, rentals and to simply enjoy the quiet of the natural landscape. It will restore the Brooks
Estate for the benefit of this and future generations.

History of the Brooks Estate
The Brooks Estate has been a part of Medford since its original 400 acres, comprising a large
portion of West Medford, were acquired in 1660 by Thomas Brooks, one of the first Puritan settlers
of Boston. The original Brooks family were farmers and developed their lands over a span of eight
generations. The Brooks family had many prominent members in the first two centuries of their
habitation in Medford, including Edward Brooks, who fought the British at Concord in 1775, and John
Brooks, who served as Governor of Massachusetts for seven years from 1816-23, among many
others. The Brooks family holdings over the past three and a half centuries included dozens of
different properties in Medford and Winchester, a half-dozen major houses (many still surviving) and
numerous open spaces donated by the Brooks family. It is fair to say that no family in Medford's
history has had as great an impact on Medford's physical development as did the Brooks family.
In the early 19th century, Peter Chardon Brooks (1767-1849) amassed a fortune in the expanding
field of marine insurance and became Massachusetts' first millionaire. Over the next century, the
Brooks family became one of the wealthiest and most prominent families in Medford and all of
Massachusetts. The Brooks' farms were transformed from an agricultural business into a fashionable
summer retreat and pleasure ground for the family. In the latter half of the 19th century, the Brooks
family was at the height of their powers, and this wealth was reflected in the construction of two
Victorian homes: the Peter Chardon Brooks Manor at Point of Rocks, designed in 1859 by Calvert
Vaux, and the Shepherd Brooks Manor on Acorn Hill, designed in 1880 by Peabody & Stearns.
These two examples of high Victorian architecture for summer homes on large gentleman's estates
represented the pinnacle of integrated architecture and landscape design ever built in Medford.
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Point of Rocks, designed by Calvert Vaux in 1859. 1885 photo by Sarah Lawrence Brooks.

1881 photograph of Shepherd Brooks Manor, designed by Peabody & Stearns.
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The Brooks families also created dramatic environments for their summer homes, transforming the
Brooks Estate into their playground. Around Point of Rocks, they created arbors, planted specimen
trees, cultivated open fields and commanding vistas, while a more naturalistic approach to the
landscape was taken at the Shepherd Brooks Manor, with informal plantings, vistas through the
woods, a lack of ornamentation and blending of architecture and landscape. At the lowest elevation
of the Estate, a natural marsh was transformed from 1884-1889 into Brooks Pond, creating a 10acre body of water overlooked by both buildings.

1886 photo of Brooks Pond under construction on the left, and completed in 1890, on the right.

The houses were used by the Brooks families for the next four decades as their summer homes and
farms, a refuge from the bustle and noise of their home in Boston. With their significant wealth, the
Brooks family did much to enhance the cultural life of Medford, donating extensive lands, including
the entire Medford shoreline of the Upper and Lower Mystic Lakes, Playstead Park (originally the
Brooks Playstead), Grace Episcopal Church and the first Brooks School. The Brooks family were
also major patrons of the arts, with extensive donations to the then-new Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston.
Outside the Estate, Medford was changing rapidly. What was once a small, rural town in 1880 was
transformed into a bustling urban suburb of Boston in only a few decades. By the late 1920s, both
Peter Chardon and Shepherd Brooks had died. By the time the Brooks family moved on and sold the
remaining 82 acres of the Brooks Estate to Medford in 1942, Medford was a completely transformed
city of immigrants. With the end of World War II, the Estate was used from 1946 to 1954 as a
temporary home for returning veterans, appropriately named Brooks Village; Two hundred families
lived in simple one-story homes off Grove Street and ten families lived in the Manor. Point of Rocks,
long abandoned and vandalized, was torn down by Medford in 1946.
Over the next four decades, the Brooks Estate became a forgotten place on the edge of West
Medford that was slowly transformed by the expanding Oak Grove Cemetery and a second-growth
forest. Brooks Village was removed in 1954. The Shepherd Brooks Manor was used as a city
nursing home in the 1950s and 1960s, and later as a group home for mentally-challenged adults (the
Hegner Center) in the 1970s and 1980s. Caretakers occupied the Manor in the years after the group
home closed. A rare highlight from this period of neglect was the listing of the Brooks Estate,
including the Manor and Carriage House, on the National Register of Historic Places in 1975.
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BEPA to M-BELT
The future of the Brooks Estate forever changed with the proposal in 1992 for a 100 foot tall
cellphone tower to be erected close to the historic Shepherd Brooks Manor. At the time, the Brooks
Estate was controlled by Oak Grove Cemetery and in a state of extreme disrepair, with decades of
neglect taking their toll on both the landscape and the historic buildings. The cell phone tower
proposal inspired a group of citizens to form the Brooks Estate Preservation Association (BEPA) to
organize and advocate for the permanent protection of the Brooks Estate as historic open space, a
place where history, the natural environment, passive recreation space, Victorian architecture and
landscape come together.

BEPA logo on left and Brooks Estate Grove Street sign, erected in 1994 by BEPA

Over the next four years, BEPA - a grass-roots, citizen-led non-profit - proceeded to organize dozens
of clean-up events, research the Estate’s history and lobby for its permanent protection. After a long
period of intense activism and advocacy, this effort reached a major milestone in 1998 with the
passage of the Conservation and Preservation Restriction. This central document defines and
preserves in perpetuity the 50-acre Estate (including the 10-acre Brooks Pond) and the historic
Shepherd Brooks Manor and Carriage House. The Conservation and Preservation Restriction
prevents any development on the Estate and commits the City of Medford to the long-term
restoration of the Brooks Estate, although, as typical in such documents, the exact restoration
process was not spelled out in the Restriction. The Mayor of Medford and Medford City Council are
signatories, or Grantors, of the Restriction, per the requirements of Massachusetts law. The
Restriction Grantees include The Massachusetts Historical Commission, The Trustees of
Reservations and the Department of Conservation and Recreation (formerly MDC). This impressive
list of local and state-level stakeholders signifies the importance of the Brooks Estate not only to the
City of Medford, but also to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
In turn, in addition to their roles as enforcers of the Restriction provisions, several of the Grantees
have been brought into the restoration process itself. The Trustees of Reservations, which owns
over 100 open space and historic properties, has advised on issues of invasives, wetlands and
historic landscapes. The Massachusetts Historical Commission, which holds the Preservation
Restriction on the buildings, has set standards and approved each step of the restoration of the
Manor and Carriage House.
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The Conservation and Preservation Restriction created a public-private partnership between the City
of Medford and the hundreds of advocates who worked so hard to save the Brooks Estate. This has
been most visibly reflected in the creation and make-up of the Medford-Brooks Estate Land Trust
(M-BELT), the 501(c) 3 non-profit organization that was created and defined in the Manager's
agreement passed by the Medford City Council and whose sole mission is the preservation and
restoration of the Brooks Estate for public benefit.
The M-BELT Board is a mix of appointed and elected volunteers with members appointed by the
Mayor, City Council, Medford Historical Society and Medford Historic Commission, and the
remainder elected from the M-BELT membership, including the President.
The partnership between M-BELT and the City of Medford has evolved over the past decade as
follows: the City has provided major funding where possible, while M-BELT developed and executed
restoration projects and funded smaller projects on its own. The majority of construction projects
have been funded under the “slums and blight” part of Medford’s Federal Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program. (“Slums and blight” provides funding for construction and repairs of
historic buildings that have deteriorated to a point where public safety is an issue. We have now
passed the point where most of the remaining projects do not meet this definition.)

Volunteers at an annual M-BELT spring spruce-up event at the Estate.
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Medford-Brooks Estate Land Trust Accomplishments
For the past decade, M-BELT has tackled the monumental task of planning the restoration of the
Brooks Estate landscape and historic buildings and executing restoration projects as funding
allowed. Reviewing the list of planning documents in the M-BELT Recent History section, one will
find a half dozen landscape and architecture studies and projects covering all aspects of the Estate.
For the Manor and Carriage House, M-BELT has successfully managed a dozen construction
projects totaling over $1,000,000 in improvements since 1998, including a restored slate and copper
roof, restored and rebuilt chimneys, restored windows, new oil tanks and boiler, two new toilets and
the recently-completed two-story west porch restoration. M-BELT has used an additional $100,000
of its own privately-raised funds on the Shepherd Brooks Manor and Carriage House construction
projects, as well as significant funds on planning, maintenance and outreach. M-BELT's total funds
spent towards the Brooks Estate project exceeds $262,000 through the end of 2010. In addition, MBELT volunteers have also contributed hundreds of thousands of dollars of in-kind volunteer labor
for construction projects, clean-ups, painting, trail and building maintenance and a host of community
events, youth projects and historical research.

Composite photos of numerous M-BELT construction projects undertaken from 1998-2010.
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Ensuring Financial Self-Sufficiency While Realizing the Vision
This brings us to the present day. The Brooks Estate restoration has made great progress, thanks to
the hard work of volunteers, private contributions, partnerships with the City of Medford and its
constituent agencies, and the goodwill and advice of other stakeholders.
The major challenge of the Master Plan is to complete the restoration of the Brooks Estate and
ensure its financial self-sufficiency while maintaining its historic integrity and the natural environment.
Striking this balance took many years of careful planning. After 1998, the Brooks Estate landscape
restoration needed to be freshly studied to comply with the principles of the Conservation Restriction.
M-BELT commissioned three separate studies of the Landscape restoration, focusing on an overall
plan for the 50-acre Estate, and separate, detailed plans for the Historic Core (the area around the
Manor and Carriage House) and the Brooks Pond/Access Drive. Likewise, when the Conservation
and Preservation Restriction was passed in 1998, the specific adaptive re-use of the buildings had
not been determined (in fact, no one from BEPA had ever been inside the buildings). The Manor and
Carriage House were then analyzed for their adaptive reuse potential, even as yearly restoration
projects were completed.

Proposed Reuse of the Manor and Carriage House
After careful analysis of the adaptive re-use potential of the Manor and Carriage House, their
financial capacity, their impact on the Estate’s environment, and the needs of the Medford
community, M-BELT determined that restoring the Carriage House as a multi-purpose function
facility will help provide much of the long-term self-sufficiency for the Brooks Estate, while remaining
compatible with historic open space and the conservation values outlined in the Restriction. As
important, this proposal will provide first-class function and meeting space for Medford, where such
space is in short supply.
The Carriage House will become a flexible, modern, function space that can accommodate events
such as: small-medium weddings, family reunions and anniversaries, corporate off-site meetings,
lectures, civic events – in fact, a huge variety of potential social, corporate and community uses. The
adaptive reuse of the historic buildings as a historic multi-purpose function facility is the economic
engine that will provide the Brooks Estate with the financial means to repay the investment, plus
interest, but will also provide the Estate with sufficient monies to fund maintenance and restoration
projects in perpetuity.
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3D model perspective rendering from inside restored Carriage House, looking south.

The Shepherd Brooks Manor, although an important historic Victorian architectural gem, has far less
revenue potential than the Carriage House. In our analysis, the Manor will serve two main function
facility roles. First, it will support the Carriage House functions, with its beautiful architectural features
like the Verandah overlooking the south lawn and Brooks Pond, the west porch and the large yard
big enough to support a large tent for outdoor events. There also would be his and her second floor
bedroom changing rooms to support weddings. Second, the historic first-floor rooms (parlor, library
and dining room) will provide Medford with much-needed and ADA-accessible small meeting space.
These rooms also have some potential for private rentals, such as intimate dinners in the dining
room, and small meetings in the other rooms. The rest of the Manor would be used for support
spaces, business offices, archives and a caretakers' apartment. For both the Carriage House and
the Manor, we propose a fee schedule that offers significant discounts to Medford residents.
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Estate Entry and Access Drive
The existing Access Drive would be reconstructed from Grove Street, which would serve as the
primary access to the Estate. The drive – with underground utilities upgraded to serve the expanded
requirements of the restored buildings – would run past Brooks Pond, up to the Manor and Carriage
House and terminate in a new pervious surface 50-car parking lot adjacent to the Carriage House.
Parking will be screened from view of the Manor to preserve the 19th century Victorian aesthetic that
is so crucial to the look and feel of the Estate, and to its success as a function facility. All new
restoration and site construction undertaken at the Estate will be done in the most "green" possible
manner, to set an example of good, energy-efficient and environmentally friendly design. As has
been true for all Brooks estate projects to date, all aspects of the Drive will conform to both Federal
ADA and Mass. MAAB Accessibility Standards.

Concept plan for the reconstruction of the Access Drive from Grove Street to the Shepherd Brooks Manor.
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Landscape Restoration
With financial self-sufficiency, M-BELT will be able to begin the long-term restoration of the
remaining Brooks Estate landscape and habitat, balancing the restoration of important 19th century
landscape features with the natural forest and wetlands ecosystem and environment. The Historic
Core area around the Shepherd Brooks Manor and Carriage House will be restored to its original
rural Victorian character, while a vista reconnecting the Manor and Brooks Pond will be reestablished, along with a restored meadow in the north center of the Estate. Both changes will echo
the original landscape design of the Estate, but will also increase habitat and diversity. The further
removal of aggressive invasive vegetation across the Estate will be tackled as well.
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The Business Plan
To bring the Brooks Estate to the point of financial viability will require a capital investment to bring
the buildings, infrastructure and historic core landscape around the buildings to the point where they
will attract rental business for the rich variety of uses for which it is intended. With this quality facility
in place, the property can start to realize the capital necessary to amortize the capital investment.
Our long and detailed planning process has led us to conclude that $3.3 million is the minimum
investment that will be required to accomplish these goals. The breakdown of this $3.3 million
number is as follows:
x
x
x

Carriage House Restoration - $2 million
Access Drive from Grove Street to the Manor/Carriage House & Parking - $1 million (to be
financed through the City of Medford Chapter 90 road reconstruction funds or other sources,
as determined by the City)
Manor yard, surrounding landscaping and minimal Manor restoration - $300,000

These numbers have been developed from a conceptual drawings, professional cost estimates and
previous planning documents. Again, this investment brings the Brooks Estate to the starting point of
self-sufficiency. i.e. to where the income stream can start to flow. It does not pay for the complete
landscape, habitat and ecological restoration of the entire 50-acre property, which is estimated to be
another $1.7 million above the $3.3 million investment. As self-sufficiency is realized and additional
income is produced over time, we will be able to tackle this important work using funds generated by
the Brooks Estate. As the Estate starts to generate income and pay off the principal and interest, a
portion of the profits will be used to complete the restoration of the Estate - both the buildings and
landscape. This is clearly identified in the Business Plan and is one of the most important aspects of
self-sufficiency.
The capital investment laid out in the Business Plan brings the Brooks Estate to the starting point of
self-sufficiency. It is the adaptive re-use of the buildings as a historic function facility that provides
the economic engine that will re-pay this investment and ensure ongoing self-sufficiency. This is
detailed in the Business Plan section of the Master Plan.
The Business Plan outlines the costs and revenue projections for this economic engine. The Plan
was created from the bottom up. On the income side it is built on highly detailed income figures
developed room by room and year by year. The cost side includes both fixed and variable operating
and management costs, as well as a considerable allowance for maintenance and repairs. The
critical point of the Business Plan is that the entire $2.3 million bond would be repaid, with interest, in
approximately 20 years. We engaged an expert in the historic function facility business, Sarah
Brophy of bMuse LLC; her summary review is included in the front of the Business Plan section.
We are confident that the Business Plan is a conservative projection. As the graphs herein show, we
anticipate a modest build-up of the function facility business over the first five years and then a
leveling off after about a decade. The rental fees are reasonable and discounted fees are
incorporated for Medford residents, the owners of the Brooks Estate. Finally, the Plan carefully
recognizes the physical limitations of the buildings and Estate and the need for careful management
– the number and size of events are limited by the buildings, parking capacity and effect on the
landscape and environment.
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Community Benefits to Medford
Realization of the goals of the Master Plan will only enhance the already considerable community
benefits of the Brooks Estate. First, as they have for decades, Medford residents will continue to use
the Estate for hiking, fishing, walking, bird-watching, and skating on Brooks Pond. As importantly, the
protected open space will continue to provide habitat for wildlife and help protect water quality in the
Mystic River watershed, as well as other environmental benefits. As the owners of the Estate and
historic buildings since 1942, Medford residents will continue to expand their access to the fully
restored buildings that will result from their investment. They will be able to use the Manor for
community meetings and use the beautiful Carriage House for all manner of private and public
events. In all cases, Medford residents will be charged discounted rates for rentals, as has been
successfully done in several other municipally-owned properties. In fact, it is our vision that Medford
non-profits may use first-floor rooms in the Manor for free, or at a minimal cost.
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Conclusion
M-BELT has spent a decade planning the various aspects of the Brooks Estate restoration. Working
with the City of Medford, M-BELT has invested over $262,000 of our own, privately-raised funds in
the Brooks Estate project from 1998-2010. In addition, we have worked with the City of Medford to
plan and execute over $1 million in restoration and improvements to the Shepherd Brooks Manor,
Carriage House and Historic Core from grants and CDBG funds. This Master Plan is the followthough to complete the City of Medford's substantial investment in the Brooks Estate.
In a multi-million dollar project like the Brooks Estate, continuing to complete projects at a $100,000
per year pace means that while real, significant progress is made, the end is unreachable for many
decades, if ever, because inflation equals or exceeds the restoration dollars spent each year. While
the Manor can continue to be restored in phases, the Carriage House must be rebuilt all at once due
to the major reconstruction required to bring it back as a functioning building. In addition, the
Carriage House is in an extremely poor condition. We cannot wait any longer to restore this
important building – the financial engine of the entire project – without increasing the risk of losing it
altogether. All of the elements - the Carriage House, Manor exterior and yard, parking and Access
Drive - are inseparable and must be completed at the same time in order for the Brooks Estate to
start on the road to financial self-sufficiency and repay the construction debt.
In summary, the planning is complete; the financial numbers are in order. The time to act on the
Brooks Estate is now. Now is the time to restore this wonderful historic open-space and architectural
landmark for the greater good of the community and future generations.
M-BELT Board of Directors
1 September 2011

Artist rendering of the restored Shepherd Brooks Manor and Carriage House.
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